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Abstract 

Purpose: The “Narrow” AI technologies and its application to different sectors in the U.S. have brought tre-
mendous advantages to the country and its citizens. This paper attempts to examine the opportunities and risks 
of AI’s potential application to the military health care sector. Yet, some human rights concerns remain. This 
paper further argues that the new Biden administration should pursue policies that reinforce a human-centric 
AI to be more supportive of human rights. 

Method: This paper employs the politics of responsibility theory to examine the present and future of AI re-
sponsible governance in the Biden era. Based on resources from various AI related research by the U.S. gov-
ernment, scholars, and experts, this paper further attempts to examine the opportunities and challenges in the 
ethical area that will likely be generated by applying AI to the American system of military health care. 

Results: This paper finds that the application of AI in military health care would likely provide immense op-
portunities, especially in times of COVID-19. However, there are risks posed by the application of AI in various 
sectors as well as in military health care. Meanwhile, the new Biden administration’s future policymaking stage 
should emphasize ways in which AI may remain human-centric to be more supportive of human rights. 

Conclusion: In incorporating AI into virtually every economic sector and into daily life, the U.S. government, 
together with all sectors of society, should seek ways to maximize opportunities and minimize the risk of over-
dependence or unregulated exposure to an intelligence far beyond the human level. The new Biden administra-
tion should be at the forefront in promoting responsible AI policymaking to be more supportive of human rights.  

[Keywords] The Politics of Responsibilities, The Biden Administration, The U.S. Department of Defense(DOD), 
Human Rights Challenges, Potential AI Applications to Military Health Care 

1. Introduction 

The high-tech industry of Artificial Intelligence(AI) is one of the fastest growing ones in the United 
States and beyond. Recent data indicates that It will likely increase GDP by 15.7 trillion dollars global-
ly, by the year 2030[1]. The U.S. has been one of the world leading nations in regards to the AI re-
search and development; China and Russia are potential competitors and are making significant in-
vestments. Still, the U.S. has managed to incorporate AI into its economy most intensely and its de-
fense sector is using AI in its weapons and surveillances systems. The American public health care 
sector recently adopted AI upon the COVID-19 outbreak and most likely, AI will be further expanded 
in years ahead. 

The so-called “Narrow” AI technologies and its application to different sectors have brought tre-
mendous advantages to the country and its citizens. Yet, practical and human rights or ethical con-
cerns remain. There have been increased human rights and legal concerns over the AI applications in 
arms race such as “killer robots”[2][3][4]. Moreover, some computer programmers mishandled AI 
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algorithms, resulting in criticism and debate. The U.S. Department of Defense(DOD) has also recog-
nized a potential AI bias, again leading to mismanagement[5]. Furthermore, the DOD’s ongoing prob-
lem with racial discrimination requires structural change, and thus far AI may have been applied in a 
way that did not ameliorate concerns, including when it involved patients’ pre-existing conditions. 
This paper attempts to examine how AI presents certain opportunities and risks for the sector of mili-
tary health care. This paper further argues that the new Biden administration should pursue human-
centric AI policymaking to be more supportive of human rights. 

 

2. The Politics of Responsibility in Emerging AI Technology and Human Rights 

Since the end of the Cold War, there has been the shift from focusing on traditional to non-
traditional security. The non-traditional security issues range from human rights concerns such as 
infectious diseases, COVID-19 pandemic inequality, racism, rights concerns generated from emerging 
AI technology like cyber security, privacy rights and climate change. These are imminent threats to 
both national security and the international community. A Professor at Harvard University, Dr. Sikkink, 
argues that there is an urgent need to address the human rights threats posed by the crises individu-
als face today. In her relatively recent book, Dr. Sikkink considers forward-looking responsibility 
theory along with new rights such as digital privacy[6]. The new forward-looking approach to norm 
change is distinct from the “backward-looking” ones, which are limited in that they only address a 
small part of the problem[6]. Dr. Sikkink further argues that the U.S. government should assimilate 
these norms into policymaking and practice, particularly for the protection of digital privacy, thereby 
strengthening civil liberties[6]. Given the growing ethical and human rights concerns in AI develop-
ment, experts from the Brookings Institution[7], argues that there is a need to build upon “responsi-
ble AI governance” to minimize discrimination when applying AI to various operational situations[7].   

The second wave of AI has mainly been focused on Narrow AI. Narrow AI is being broadly incorpo-
rated into various operational situations for transportation, education, agriculture, finance, law, 
space science, defense, health care, humanitarian purposes[8], and manufacturing such as intelli-
gence vehicles[9]. In health care, AI has helped improve efficiency and cost-effectiveness in treating 
patients especially during the COVID-19 pandemic in the U.S. when new challenges have exacerbated 
the system’s structural inefficiency and high cost. To be specific, AI has been used in cases of pneu-
monia, respiratory illnesses, and virus transmission[7]. Experts expected that up to 18 billion dollars 
would likely be saved by applying Al applications to the U.S. public health care sector[7]. AI applica-
tions are also being widely incorporated into defense purposes by the DOD[10]. AI applications in 
U.S. military operational situations are changing its landscape of the U.S. military defense and war-
fare[11], and the DOD is further considering diverse AI applications. Numerous medical malpractice 
cases have been reported within the military, largely due to professional negligence [12]. Regulation 
involving victim compensation has many loopholes and the Government Accountability Office(GAO) 
identified bureaucratic inconsistencies[12]. To avoid cases of malpractice, practitioners in the mili-
tary tend to be overly cautious and their practices have resulted in increased costs but without a 
commensurate increase in the quality of care[12]. In the public health care sector, AI or surgery has 
led to improved treatment. Furthermore, a study by MIT indicates that AI algorithms have led to 
fewer errors in terms of pharmaceutical dosage[7]. While more than 15 million people have been 
affected by COVID-19 worldwide[13], as of January 2021, approximately 50,000 people in the U.S. 
military have tested positive for COVID-19, and the numbers of infected are expected to be rise[14]. 
According to the DOD officials, the DOD has “the most comprehensive healthcare dataset in the 
world,” and that might suggest that AI is a good match for the system of military health care[7]. The 
application of AI to military health care system, especially during pandemics, provides an opportunity 
for transforming it into a human-centric system to be more supportive of human rights.  

The implementation of AI in military health care system raises some concerns. Computer pro-
grammers have not yet understood how to adequately train all of the data so that the interface 
avoids problems of bias and discrimination – problems that have caught the eye of the U.S. Congress. 
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Upon closer inspection, the original problem does not lie in AI but rather in how medical profession-
als approach the technology. Indeed, the issue of algorithmic bias is one that rests on the training of 
data[15]. More specifically, bureaucratic procedure is such that it often hamstrings the computer 
and leaves it with no option other than making a medical-related decision based on data that is par-
tial or incomplete. The DOD’s lack of a robust database leads to unintentional bias in terms of gender, 
age, race, and income[7]. Also, AI algorithms for facial recognition have been criticized for lacking 
diversity[5]. Here, too, the cause may well be that the DOD tasked AI with assigning only a handful of 
ethnic or racial categories to a full spectrum of faces, which could suggest that race is more of a so-
cial construction than a scientific one. Nevertheless, this bias has been observed during the process 
of medical diagnosis[16][17]. The U.S. military is susceptible to this problem because it is the most 
racially diverse institution in the country. The data from the survey conducted in 2017 and 2020 con-
cluded that there is serious level of racial discrimination observed within the DOD and defense sector. 
According to the survey, 31.2 percent of black, 23.3 percent of Asian, 21 percent of Hispanic troops 
and its members have suffered from racial discrimination[18], and those human rights conditions 
seem to remain unchanged[19].  

 

3. AI and Responsible Government Policy in the Biden Era 

Prior to the Biden era, the Obama and Trump administrations followed somewhat different poli-
cymaking paths when elaborating strategic plans for AI. The most fundamental plans were outlined 
during the Obama administration, which still serve as guidelines. In late 2016, the Obama administra-
tion announced a seven-part “The National Artificial Intelligence Research and Development Strateg-
ic Plan”[20]. The seven strategies consisted of the following: 

1. Make Long-Term Investments in AI Research;  

2. Develop Effective Methods for Human-AI Cooperation;  

3. Understand and Address the Ethical, Legal, and Societal Implications of AI;  

4. Ensure the Safety and Security of AI System;  

5. Develop Shared Public Datasets and Environments for AI Training and Testing;  

6. Measure and Evaluate AI Technologies Through Standards and Benchmarks;  

7. Better Understand the National AI R&D Workforce Needs [20].  

The plans address issues ranging from its innovation to ethics, as well as inclusion of key regulatory 
and societal measures to address AI technology. More specifically, the Obama administration’s stra-
tegic plans has sought to enhance AI’s capability and reliability in manufacturing, medicine, agricul-
ture, consumer products, and even healthcare, in the interests of both national security and eth-
ics[20].  

While the Obama administration had introduced the nation to human friendly AI, the Trump ad-
ministration’s efforts were limited in scope. It did not develop its own new AI strategy and federal 
funding had been sharply reduced. Across two consecutive years the Trump administration allocated 
2.9 percent below the previous budget for the DOD’s health care program in 2020[12], and 3.8 per-
cent below the amount needed in 2021[12]. This budget reduction has largely been counterproduc-
tive for the application of AI in the defense department.  

AI technology has rapidly been proliferated in virtually every sector of the nation and society of 
the U.S. in recent decades. AI has widely adopted in many sectors especially during the times of CO-
VID-19[21][22][23]. The U.S. Department of Defense in particular, has been putting utmost efforts in 
investing AI, including more than 900 million dollars up until 2020[5]. The Joint Artificial Intelligence 
Center(JAIC) under the U.S. Department of Defense currently runs over 600 AI related projects[24], 
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investing over 15 million dollars[25]. The JAIC has been putting efforts in employing AI technology in 
areas such as automated weapons system, cyberspace, and even in humanitarian aid and relief[5]. 
The JAIC has also made decision to invest over 800 million dollars in 2021 on a relatively new project 
“Maven” under the JAIC[5]. Together with the JAIC, The U.S. Department of Defense has also sought 
to implement strategic guidance on the laws and ethics related to AI operations[26]. Despite these 
DOD and JAIC efforts, the years ahead should include a careful review of policymaking.  

The Biden administration announced that it was a priority to invest in AI even before it took office 
in 2021[27]. President Biden signed multiple executive orders and then reversed the Trump adminis-
tration’s policies on climate change, racial inequality, immigration, employment, and pandemic re-
sponse[28]. This effort included restoring the Presidential Council on Science and Technology[29]. 
Also, President Biden’s “Build Back Better” proposal implies that the new administration will em-
brace AI technology more fully than any other past administration. In fact, the “Build Back Better” 
plan is seeking the ways to promote innovation and responsibility in policies involving AI[30]. The 
new administration has already been committed to investing 300 billion dollars in AI research and 
development[31]. Furthermore, following Executive Order 13859, the Biden administration attempts 
to include tougher regulations and measures to protect some of the most contending AI related con-
cerns regarding racial bias, cyber security[32], privacy rights[33][34][35][36], and the reform of the 
Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act[32]. Regardless of recent progress, these gray areas 
remain a concern for the DOD. The Biden administration has demonstrated its political will by restor-
ing global leadership in AI research and development by promoting responsible and human-centric 
AI policymaking.  

 

4. Conclusions and Implications 

As analyzed in earlier sections of this paper, the new Biden administration will likely prioritize AI 
investment and strengthen AI related regulations in years ahead. The Section 230 of the Communica-
tions Decency Act(1996), for instance, seems somewhat outdated. As examined in the earlier sec-
tions, applying AI to military health care shows immense promise while simultaneously suggesting 
that ethical and human rights concerns need to be resolved. The new Biden administration should 
promote responsible AI policies in accordance with a human-centric approach. The government, 
along with governmental sectors, universities, experts, schools, and other individuals should work 
altogether in promoting responsible AI governance, particularly to maximizing the benefits and mi-
nimizing the risk of using AI technology. 
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Abstract 

Purpose: The purpose of this study is to investigate preliminary elementary school teachers’ perceptions and 
attitudes about the upcoming future English education, namely the fourth industrial revolution era.  

Method: For the research, 91 preliminary elementary school teachers were surveyed. As for a questionnaire 
form, this study defines preliminary elementary school teachers’ attitudes in the following categories; 
1)interests in English education using AI technology, 2)innovation resistance and anxiety about English educa-
tion using AI technology.  

Results: The results of the survey data were as follows. First of all, the preliminary elementary school teach-
ers’ interest in the impact of AI technology on English education was high, but their interest remain at the ‘per-
sonal’(1-2 stages) level. Second, the level of the preliminary elementary school teachers’ innovation resistance 
was not high, but the anxiety level was above average. They showed willingness to take AI technologies as in-
structional tools and positive attitudes toward AI technology-embedded future classroom. On the one hand, 
they were anxious about a lack of knowledge about new teaching method and skills related with utilizing AI 
technology into their classroom.  

Conclusion: The curriculum should be the tailored curriculum to meet their level and needs, which was re-
quired in the fourth industrial revolution through the use of AI technologies. It is to show the possibility of using 
AI technology to learn English so that we can maintain the current positive perception of the English education 
using AI that the preliminary school teacher showed. Also, in order to be open to any paradigm changes related 
to English education in the era of the 4th industrial revolution, concerns and proposals for a new method of Eng-
lish education should be actively discussed. Finally, the university of education, which is a teacher training insti-
tution, need to introduce to preliminary elementary school teachers what AI technologies can be combined with 
English education and what are their characteristics, and to guide how AI technology is being applied to English 
education  

[Keywords] Preliminary Elementary School Teacher, Artificial Intelligence(AI), Technology, Future English 
Education, Fourth Industrial Revolution 

1. Introduction 

With the 4th Industrial Revolution emerging as a keyword in the whole society, and access 
to a wide variety of knowledge is growing more than ever, the demand for changes to the 
traditional paradigm of school education, which focuses on teacher-centered knowledge 
transfer, is increasing[1][2]. The case of English education is no exception, and the rapid de-
velopment of artificial intelligence-based translation technology or the release of similar ap-
plications in Korea has caused a great repercussion in the English education world. Therefore, 
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it can be said that now is the time when the search for the future direction of English educa-
tion becomes inevitable. 

In particular, the prediction that the importance of foreign language subjects in public 
education will change with the expectation that artificial intelligence, neural network trans-
lation technology, and voice recognition technology, which are emerging as major new tech-
nologies in the era of the 4th industrial revolution, will reduce the difficulty of foreign lan-
guage communication[3]. The foreign language translation technology recently provided by 
portal sites such as Google and Naver provides qualitative results, and in the future, even if 
you are not good at foreign languages, especially English, it is expected that there will be no 
inconvenience in communicating with foreigners at home or abroad. As a result, there are 
many concerns from the media and experts who question whether foreign language educa-
tion is really necessary in the future education field[4].  

As such, in a situation where the public's awareness of the importance and necessity of 
foreign language teachers and foreign language-related subjects is gradually changing due to 
new technologies of the 4th industrial revolution, it is necessary to check the level of aware-
ness of preliminary elementary school teachers who will teach English in the era of the 4th 
industrial revolution and the knowledge and attitudes that prepare them for the future as-
pects of English education. This is because foreign languages teachers, especially English 
teachers, are the subjects who should lead this change in a desirable direction and establish 
a new paradigm of English education. 

Therefore, now at the threshold of the new era that the 4th industrial revolution will bring, 
this study aims to survey pre-primary elementary teachers who will directly select and utilize 
the 4th industrial revolution technology in the educational field, and to analyze to what ex-
tent they are aware of and prepare for the upcoming change and their attitude toward 
change. Research questions are as follows.  

First, how much interest do preliminary elementary school teachers have in English classes 
using AI technology in the era of 4th industrial revolution?  

Second, how are the preliminary elementary school teachers' innovation resistance and 
anxiety about English class using AI technology in the era of 4th industrial revolution? 

 

2. Theoretical Background 

2.1. The fourth industrial revolution technology for English education: artificial intelligence 
(AI) 

Artificial intelligence(AI) technology, one of the core technologies of the 4th industrial 
revolution, is affecting the fields of education as well as language, economy, and society[5]. 
By embodying human perception, reasoning, and learning skills, computers have reached a 
level similar to human thinking[6]. In particular, the driving force behind the recent rapid 
development of AI is the learning ability of AI. Through the method of neural network ma-
chine learning, it not only recognizes and processes vast amounts of data as meaningful and 
useful data, but also learns and accumulates knowledge more efficiently if it undergoes simi-
lar processing in the future[6][7].  

Neural network technology has been introduced in various fields such as image and voice 
recognition, neural network construction, natural language processing, expert systems, and 
proof of theories. Among these factors, the integration of neural network construction 
technology and natural language processing is the subject of interest of language education-
related workers with artificial neural network translation such as Google's neural network 
translation and Naver ‘Papago’[8]. Neural network translation goes beyond the previous 
word unit or phrase unit translation, and enables translation by sentence unit based on a 
vast amount of learned big data, resulting in a much more accurate and natural translation 
than the existing translation method[9]. Nevertheless, on the one hand, it is pointed out 
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that the translation of long texts, natural paraphrase, literary translation with human emo-
tion, and discourse translation of oral language are still inexperienced[10]. However, the 
Naver ‘Papago’ development team noted that through continuous updates, it will ultimately 
enable translation in a manner similar to the human brain structure[8]. In addition, as many 
researchers are working hard to improve the performance of AI-based translation, this ex-
pectation seems highly feasible. 

Meanwhile, in the field of English education, research using AI robots as a tool to expand 
students' English communication opportunities is also increasingly actively taking place. AI 
chatbot refers to a robot that chats, and is also called a chatterbot or talkingbot. It refers to 
an artificial intelligence program that can promptly respond to user's questions like a human 
according to a set response rule and can have human-like conversations[11]. It is predictable 
that chatbots will be able to play a role as conversational agents that are almost similar to 
humans in the future, but chatbots that can communicate the same as humans have not yet 
appeared. However, it is expected that it will serve as an excellent English learning tool for 
EFL learners, who have difficulty in learning English communication other than exchanging 
conversations in a fixed dialog format with someone other than native speakers. 

2.1. Attitudes of preliminary elementary school teachers on future English education 

2.1.1. Interest 

First, interest is a concept derived from the ‘Stage of Concern’ referred to in the Concern-
Based Adoption Model(CBAM)[12]. The CBAM’s stages of concern framework(see <Table 1>) 
may be a useful heuristic for school-based consultants interested in assessing the attitudes 
and feelings teachers have towards an innovation, whether it is an individual intervention or 
a systemic school reform effort[13]. The stage of concern describe “the affective dimension 
of change: how people feel about doing something new or different, and their concerns as 
they engage with a new program or practice”[14]. 

Therefore, the CBAM can be an instrument that educational leaders use to evaluate inno-
vations; it shows them how the individuals most affected by change react to the implemen-
tation of these innovations. Also, it can be a tool that can diagnose the current state of the 
inmate in the process of change. It is a state that considers the emotions, thoughts, preju-
dices, and considerations of an individual in the process of change. 

In order to continuously accumulate the highly specialized knowledge required of the pre-
liminary elementary school teachers according to new changes, constant attention and ef-
forts of them are required. The CBAM is used to evaluate the level of interest(Stages of Con-
cern) and the level of use, including individual expectations for innovation and change in 
education[3]. It is said that the process can be explained by dividing it into 0-6 steps. Accor-
dingly, it is judged that preliminary elementary school teachers who will lead elementary 
English education in the future have some interest in future English education using AI tech-
nology, one of the technologies of the 4th industrial revolution, and it is necessary to find 
out what the level is. 

Table 1. The CBAM stages of concern framework[3][15]. 

Interest Examples 

Impact 

Stage 6 Refocusing I know a more effective way. 

Stage 5 Collaboration I want to collaborate with a colleague in using the new method. 

Stage 4 Consequence How will the use of the new method affect students and teachers? 

Task Stage 3 Management It seems that most of my time is spent preparing materials. 

Self 
Stage 2 Personal What will be the effect on me if I use the new method? 

Stage 1 Informational I want to know a new way. 
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Unrelated Stage 0 Awareness I have no interest in the new option. 

2.1.2. Innovation resistance and anxiety 

Teacher factors that are closely related to interest are the innovation resistance or anxie-
ty that they have about the technology itself and the class using technology. Resistance is 
one of the major teacher factors that can naturally arise in innovative change in education. 
The degree of resistance of teachers, a key member, is important to successfully accepting 
change, and it can sometimes be a serious obstacle[16]. Innovation resistance is defined as a 
series of actions to maintain against the pressure to change the current state[17]. The high-
er the degree of change, the higher the degree of innovation, and also factors such as the 
characteristics of the innovation perceived by the user, the user's own characteristics, and 
the distribution path of the innovation influence the resistance degree[17][18]. 

On the one hand, along with the teacher's innovation resistance, the teacher's anxiety af-
fects the overall performance of work including classes[3]. The factors of anxiety felt when 
adopting a new teaching method or application of new technology are described as a teach-
er's knowledge and training experience, teacher's role, class burden, management ability of 
equipment, negative evaluation, and comparison with other subjects[19]. As a result of us-
ing the ‘Foreign Language Class Anxiety Scale(FLCAS),’ which can measure the anxiety that 
non-native teachers feel when they teach a foreign language, it is said that the factors of 
teacher anxiety can affect the quality of education. Therefore, the anxiety becomes a major 
variable in preparing for changes in educational methods in the future era of the 4th indus-
trial revolution and can be said to be an element that must be studied[20]. 

Thus, now that the 4th industrial revolution is having an enormous impact on our society 
as a whole, it can be said that it is necessary to explore the degree of anxiety felt by pre-
primary elementary teachers who should lead classes in the future era of the 4th industrial 
revolution and how to overcome this anxiety. 

 

3. Research Method 

3.1. Research subject 

This study targeted 91 preliminary elementary school teachers majoring in English educa-
tion intensively attending a local university of education, and their basic information is 
shown in the following <Table 2>. The online survey program 'Naver Office Form' was used.  

Table 2. Research subject. 

Item Number Proportion (%) 

Gender 
Male 25 27.5 

Female 66 72.5 
Total 91 100.0 

Grade 

1st grade 27 29.7 

2nd grade 29 31.9 
3rd grade 21 23.1 
4th grade 14 15.4 

Total 91 100.0 

3.2. Research tools 

This study conducted a survey to find out the perceptions of pre-service teachers about 
the 4th Industrial Revolution and the use of AI, one of the latest technologies, in English 
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classes. The questionnaire was revised and supplemented by reflecting the field and the lat-
est in elementary English education based on the questionnaire items used in previous stu-
dies. The content of the questionnaire is as follows. 

First of all, the questionnaire included personal information(2 questions) such as gender 
and grade to investigate the personal characteristics of preliminary elementary school 
teachers. To find out the degree of interest, innovation resistance, and anxiety of the pre-
liminary elementary school teachers in future English education using AI technology in the 
era of the 4th industrial revolution, the questionnaire(22 questions) used in the study of Kim 
HS and Kim HY were modified to suit the characteristics and purpose of this study[3].  

The questionnaire items were composed of multiple choice, narrative, and 5-point Likert 
scale. The online survey was conducted using the Naver questionnaire. In order to test the 
reliability of the questionnaire, the reliability was confirmed by calculating the Cronbach's 
alpha coefficient, which measures the internal consistency between items, and the results 
are shown in <Table 3>. In addition, to verify the validity of the content of the questionnaire, 
the questionnaire was reviewed by a researcher, two current English teachers, and one pro-
fessor in the Department of English Education, and as a result, it was verified that there was 
no problem with the validity. 

Table 3. Reliability. 

Item Reliability(cronbach’s alpha) 
Interest in English education using AI technology  .923 

Innovation resistance to English education using AI technology .865 
Anxiety about English education using AI technology .906 

3.3. Data collection and data analysis 

This study was conducted in the stages of study preparation and design-survey-
organization for about 6 months from May to October 2020. First, in May, research topics 
were selected and prior research analysis was conducted. In the months of June and July, 
the area and contents of the questionnaire were composed, revised and reviewed based on 
the research design and prior research. In August, a survey was conducted, and the online 
survey, which became the main data of this study, was currently conducted for undergra-
duate students in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th grades majoring in English education at the Uni-
versity of Education located in the province. For the online survey, the Naver Office form 
questionnaire was created, and the link was shared in KakaoTalk's private chat room for 
each grade to obtain responses from various characters. In September and October, the re-
sponse results of preliminary elementary school teachers were analyzed and interpreted us-
ing the SPSS program. 

 

4. Research Results and Discussion 

4.1. Preliminary elementary school teachers' interest in English education using AI tech-
nology 

First, the degree of interest in AI technology related to the 4th industrial revolution was 
examined by preliminary elementary school teachers. The questionnaire items related to 
interest and the average of responses to each item are as follows.  

The average of the eight questions asking the level of interest in AI technology of the 4th 
industrial revolution of preliminary elementary school teachers was 3.60, indicating that 
they showed interest above average. The item with the highest interest was 'Influence on 
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my future job’(M=3.92), and interest in both 'Students' attitude’(M=3.82) and 'Influence on 
students(M=3.81)' were also relatively high.  

It was found that preliminary elementary school teachers are showing considerable inter-
est in how students will show attitudes and reactions when applying AI technology to Eng-
lish classes, and whether AI technology can have a positive effect on students. The next 
question of high interest was ‘Influence on future English education’(M=3.63), and it was 
found that preliminary elementary school teachers are showing more than average interest 
in what changes the AI technology will bring to the future English education. This can be said 
to correspond to the 'Personal', which is the second stage of the CBMA's concern[3]. In oth-
er words, it can be said that preliminary elementary school teachers are at a stage where 
they simply have 'interest' for new technologies without specific goals or willingness to im-
plement them without in-depth exploration of how new technologies will affect individuals 
and what changes they will bring[12]. 

On the other hand, 'Interaction with other people’(M=3.38) and 'Discussion on applicabili-
ty’(M=3.40), which are stage 5 ‘Collaboration,’ were relatively low in interest. The interest in 
the 'Development of new teaching methods’(M=3.44), which is the stage 6 ‘Refocusing’, was 
also lower than the average. Through this, preliminary elementary school teachers are gen-
erally interested in future English education, the 4th industrial revolution, and the latest 
technologies, but without active introduction and specific action plans, they can be seen to 
be passively reacting to the upcoming changes. 

4.2. Innovation resistance and anxiety of preliminary elementary school teachers in Eng-
lish education using AI 

4.2.1. Innovation resistance 

As a result of analyzing the results obtained through the five questions asked about the 
innovation resistance of preliminary elementary school teachers, it was found that they 
generally did not have much resistance(M=2.43). Preliminary elementary school teachers 
responded that they would not(M=2.41) to the question “I will adhere to the existing English 
education method rather than the English education method using AI technology.” As for 
the question “I don't think that English education using AI technology will continues.”, they 
answered that it was not(M=2.52). In particular, the question “I am willing to object other 
people's English education using AI technology”(M=2.18) showed a relatively lower degree 
of resistance than other items.  

However, in the case of the question “I have a criticism of English education using AI 
technology”, the degree of resistance was not great, but the average response was higher 
than other items. This shows the thought of preliminary elementary school teachers that 
even if the latest technologies, including AI technologies due to the 4th industrial revolution, 
become commonplace, there may be limitations or problems in applying them to the educa-
tional field. Therefore, it is judged that not only technological advancement but also re-
search and support beyond the existing efforts and costs are necessary for the change of 
English classes in which the latest technologies related to the 4th industrial revolution are 
introduced. 

4.2.2. Anxiety 

Preliminary elementary school teachers' anxiety about future English education, which 
will change due to AI technology, averaged 3.17, which was above average. The most promi-
nent item that showed anxiety was “I am worried that I will lack knowledge of teaching 
theory and method for teaching English using AI technology.”(M=3.54). It is necessary to de-
velop their own teaching methods or knowledge in the process of incorporating AI technolo-
gy into English classes, and it is found that preliminary elementary school teachers are con-
cerned that they will lack knowledge of related teaching theories or methods. Next, the 
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question “I am worried that I do not have the skills required to take charge of English educa-
tion using AI technology”(M=3.41) showed a relatively high level of anxiety. Even in the 
question “I am worried that I will have difficulty in preparing and operating English classes 
using AI technology”(M=3.37), the anxiety of preliminary elementary school teachers was 
relatively high. However, it was found that the anxiety from the evaluation of English profi-
ciency by AI robots in the intelligent information society(M=2.75) and anxiety from future 
job changes(M=2.91) were lower than that of other items.  

In general, preliminary elementary school teachers were at a low level of anxiety about 
the introduction of AI technology, but their lack of knowledge about the teaching theory and 
methods required for English class using AI technology, and their worries about the ability to 
use technology were relatively high. This can be presumed that preliminary elementary 
school teachers had fewer opportunities to learn about English education using AI technolo-
gy due to the curriculum problem that does not reflect the latest trends in the current curri-
culum and adheres to the existing class content. Subsequently, responses were somewhat 
high that there would be many difficulties in using AI technology in class. This is generally 
contrary to the general expectation that AI and the latest technology will enable more effi-
cient and faster work processing based on fast processing speed and automated systems. It 
can be seen that it is expected that a lot of time and effort will be required before acquiring 
and becoming familiar with the related knowledge and using it freely in order to introduce 
and apply new teaching methods to the classroom environment that changes with develop-
ment. In addition, it can be speculated that the anxiety about the efforts for such ‘introduc-
tion’ could slow the change in the educational field by sticking to the existing method and 
creating a passive attitude toward change. Therefore, it is judged that the university of edu-
cation, an educational institution that trains future elementary school teachers, needs to 
experience the latest technology including AI and a new form of English education that 
combines it and teaching practice. 

 

5. Conclusion and Suggestion 

The purpose of this study is to find out what kind of perceptions and attitudes preliminary 
elementary school teachers have in English education using AI technology in the era of the 
4th industrial revolution. Based on this, it was intended to examine the direction of English 
education suitable for the era of the 4th industrial revolution by discussing what direction 
the future English education should change and proceed, and what measures are needed for 
this change. For the purpose of this study, a questionnaire survey was conducted on 91 pre-
liminary elementary school teachers who majored in English education at a local university 
of education, and the results are as follows. 

5.1. Preliminary elementary school teachers' concern about English education using AI 
technology 

As shown in the previous results, preliminary elementary school teachers were very inter-
ested in English education using AI technology(M=3.60). This is in line with the research of 
Kim SY & Kim HY and Park SJ that pre-service teachers have a positive perception of English 
education using new technologies in the 4th industrial revolution. The results of the re-
sponse to the level of interest are analyzed and summarized as follows.  

First, it was found that the level of interest of preliminary elementary school teachers still 
remained at the level of individual related to them. They showed higher interest in “I want 
to know about ~” which is the question of 'self' corresponding to stage 1-2(informational, 
personal) of CBAM's stages of concern, such as the impact on my future career(M=3.92), im-
pact on the students(M=3.81), and impact on future English education(M=3.63). On the oth-
er hand, the level of interest in applying teachers themselves more directly(stage 3 ‘man-
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agement’), and in earnest discussion or knowledge sharing(stage 5 ‘collboration’) was rela-
tively low. 

In other words, preliminary elementary school teachers are generally interested in the 
changing trends of the times and teaching methods, but they only have an interest in the 
changes that will affect themselves at the level of personal interest and curiosity. It is inter-
preted that this is not an active implementation step enough to specifically apply it to Eng-
lish education. As such, if the level of interest of preliminary elementary school teachers 
continues to remain at the level of personal interest, they will not be able to escape from 
the existing teacher-centered class and the auxiliary use of multimedia technology. It is 
judged that it is necessary to provide information on specific changes and application me-
thod to preliminary elementary school teachers, such as how AI technology can be applied 
to English education and what changes will be made to the future English education. 

5.2. Preliminary elementary school teachers' innovation resistance and anxiety about Eng-
lish education using AI technology 

Preliminary elementary school teachers who participated in this study were not very re-
sistant to innovation in new English education using AI technology(M=2.43), but they had 
some anxiety(M=3.17). First of all, in the case of innovation resistance, they did not deny or 
criticize the changes in English education(“I am willing to object to other people's English 
education using AI technology.” M=2.18; “I have a criticism of English education using AI 
technology.” M=2.79). They had the idea that this could be a sustainable change rather than 
a temporary change(M=2.52). They also showed an attitude to accept changes in new Eng-
lish teaching methods using AI technology(M=2.41). 

The ability to use AI technology(M=3.41), difficulty in operating English classes using AI 
technology(M=3.37), the teaching theory required for English class using AI technology It 
can be seen that there is a higher anxiety about difficulties in practical application such as 
lack of knowledge about the method(M=3.54). These findings indicate that pre-primary ele-
mentary teachers are not greatly agitated by the changing educational paradigm in the fu-
ture, but are concerned about the educational use of AI technology. Therefore, before going 
to the educational field, it is judged that it is necessary to practice for preliminary elementa-
ry school teachers to experience and demonstrate AI technology use cases.  

Next, looking at the questions about anxiety one by one, the most essential problems 
predicted by the new English education paradigm in the era of the 4th industrial revolution, 
namely the fundamental things such as anxiety about the ‘Development of AI technology 
beyond teachers' English proficiency’(M=2.75), and the ‘Disappearance of job as English 
teachers’(M=2.91), were relatively low. On the other hand, it can be seen that there is a 
higher anxiety about difficulties in practical application such as ‘AI technology utilization 
ability’(M=3.41), ‘Difficulty in operating English classes using AI technology’(M=3.37), and 
‘Lack of knowledge about teaching theory and methods required for English class using AI 
technology’(M=3.54). These findings indicate that preliminary elementary school teachers 
are not greatly agitated about the changing educational paradigm in the future, but are con-
cerned about how to use AI technology in English education. Therefore, it is judged that it is 
necessary to practice for preliminary elementary school teachers to experience AI technolo-
gy use cases and demonstrate them before working at the educational field. 

5.3. Suggestions 

Based on the analysis of the results of this study, the suggestions of this study are as fol-
lows to improve teacher expertise or to reorganize the university curriculum. First, it is to 
show the possibility of using AI technology to learn English so that we can maintain the cur-
rent preliminary elementary school teachers’ positive perception of the English education 
using AI. It is necessary to tell how far the level of AI robot or automatic translation tech-
nology has reached, how much it can overcome the difficulties of speaking and writing in 
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English, or how diverse and abundant teachers' classes can be with voice recognition tech-
nology or English corpus data built with big data. Therefore, if the latest technologies such 
as artificial intelligence provide preliminary elementary school teachers with teaching me-
thods and practical examples that enhance the interest and motivation of elementary school 
students and make English classes effective, the level of interest in English education using 
AI technology is beyond the individual level. It is expected to expand to interest in applying 
to and to full-scale discussion and knowledge sharing.  

Second, in the 21st century modern society entering the era of intelligent information, 
the learning paradigm is changing according to the rapidly developing 4th industrial revolu-
tion technology. Accordingly, in order to be open to any paradigm changes related to English 
education in the era of the 4th industrial revolution, concerns and suggestions for a new 
method of English education should be actively discussed. From the results of this study, it 
can be seen that in the future society, there is a certain degree of criticism about English 
education using AI technology compared to other items, so it can be seen that the current 
preliminary elementary school teachers have some doubts about English education using AI. 
Therefore, it is necessary to present examples of innovative changes in English teaching and 
learning so far so that they can naturally accept the rapid changes in classroom environment 
and teaching methods.  

Finally, in this study, it was found that a large number of preliminary elementary school 
teachers felt anxiety about the lack of knowledge acquisition and technical competence. 
Therefore, the University of Education, which is a teacher training institution, needs to in-
troduce to preliminary elementary school teachers what AI technologies can be combined 
with English education and what are their characteristics, and to guide how AI technology is 
being applied to English education.  

It is difficult to generalize this study because it is a limited survey of 91 preliminary ele-
mentary school teachers. In addition, since the speed of development of the latest new 
technology is very fast and its influence is also great, the perception of preliminary elemen-
tary school teachers may change over time. Therefore, it is not desirable to define the re-
sults of this study as fixed facts. However, it is judged that it is meaningful to examine the 
current level of awareness of preliminary elementary school teachers who are the subject to 
lead the right direction while experiencing the rapid change in English education in the era 
of 4th industrial revolution. In the future society, it is required to cultivate high-level think-
ing ability to give instructions, evaluate, and make decisions to AI, so the goal of English 
education will change from cultivating existing communication skills, and it will be necessary 
to establish a complex and multi-dimensional setting. Therefore, it is important to under-
stand the level of perception of preliminary elementary school teachers who will lead such a 
changing English education. Accordingly, in the future studies, it is necessary to examine 
how much preliminary elementary teachers are prepared for the constantly changing educa-
tional environment and teaching and learning methods, and in what direction the improve-
ment of teacher expertise should be made. 
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Abstract 

Purpose: This study intends to examine the efficiency and limitations of AI-based cyber defense systems by 
applying game theory and to explore the direction of the development of an AI-based national cyber defense 
system. In cybersecurity attackers and defenders can choose strategies and make a decision based on their 
resources, to attain the rewards, while anticipating the actions from opposing players. 

Method: For better analysis, this article use Game theory an analytical framework to identify the position 
between the attacker and defender in the Cyber domain. Game theory has been used to observe competition 
among multiple competitors(players) fighting under pre-set rules. Game theory is appropriate for analyzing 
cyber interaction between defenders, attackers, and users and what happens as a result.  

Results: To respond to infringement incidents, first, for artificial intelligence to more efficiently detect and 
respond quickly to security threats, it is necessary to analyze vast amounts of security data with human expe-
rience and knowledge and enter accurate data for artificial intelligence to learn. Second, it is necessary to 
strengthen the self-learning ability of security solutions to apply signature analysis, behavior analysis technolo-
gy, and machine learning technology to enable automated detection and response to AI-based cyber attacks. 

Conclusion: Although there are many limitations and risks of artificial intelligence, it is important to concern 
about how to use artificial intelligence usefully for the welfare and prosperity of mankind. First, cybersecurity is 
directly related to national security, and the government has to enhance an AI-based cybersecurity system. 
Second, to cope with increasingly diverse and evolving external cyber-attacks. Third, it is necessary to develop R 
& D investment and professional human resources to build an AI-based cybersecurity system. Fourth, it is re-
quired to overhaul related legal systems to strengthen AI-based cybersecurity. Although there are many limita-
tions and risks of artificial intelligence, it is important to concern about how to use artificial intelligence usefully 
for the welfare and prosperity of mankind. 

[Keywords] AI, Cyber Security, Benefits, Limitations, National Security  

1. Introduction  

Amid the growing importance of cybersecurity in the international community, artificial intelli-
gence technology has begun to gain attention in cybersecurity. The application of artificial intelli-
gence(AI)-based cybersecurity is increasing to cope with ever-increasing cyber-attacks. With the 
spread of untact culture in the COVID-19 pandemic, digital transformation, which expands from the 
real world to the digital world, is expected to expand further. Cybersecurity is a very important area 
of national security because cyberattacks can paralyze the nation's major infrastructures of power 
plants, transportation, and water supply. 

For this reason, major countries are trying to establish national cybersecurity strategies against 
cyber attacks. The United States map out its national cyber strategy in 2018 and announced the na-
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tion's top cybersecurity R&D strategic plan in December 2019. Following the announcement of the 
national cybersecurity strategy in November 2016, the UK also announced plans to double its cyber-
security budget(2.8 trillion won) by 2020. China has announced an emergency response plan for a 
cyberattacks in June 2017. In September 2019, Korea also announced the National Cyber Security 
Basic Plan jointly with related ministries in the changing cybersecurity environment.  

Cyber protection refers to overall activities to protect information assets from malicious electron-
ic attacks on computers, servers, mobile devices, journalist systems, a network of vehicle, smart 
home, router data, etc. The size of the cybersecurity market is expected to grow further as digital 
transformation expands in the future. At the same time, digital transformation, represented by AI, 
big data, and cloud, is expected to increase the number of cyberattacks.  

This study intends to identify the efficiency and limitations of AI-based cyber defense systems by 
applying game theory. It explores the direction of building AI-based cyber control systems. To this 
end, chapter 2, deals with the literature review and analysis framework, and chapter 3, analyzes the 
benefits and limitations of applying AI-based cyber control systems. Chapter 4 explores a building 
strategy of an AI-based cyber control system. Chapter 5 will summarize the existing review and 
present policy alternatives for building an AI-based cyber control system.  

Amid the growing importance of cybersecurity in the international community, artificial intelli-
gence technology has begun to gain attention in cybersecurity. The application of artificial intelli-
gence(AI)-based cybersecurity is increasing to cope with ever-increasing cyber-attacks. With the 
spread of untact culture in the COVID-19 pandemic, digital transformation, which expands from the 
real world to the digital world, is expected to expand further. Cybersecurity is a very important area 
of national security because cyberattacks can paralyze the nation's major infrastructures of power 
plants, transportation, and water supply.  

For this reason, major countries are trying to establish national cybersecurity strategies against 
cyber attacks. The United States map out its national cyber strategy in 2018 and announced the na-
tion's top cybersecurity R&D strategic plan in December 2019. Following the announcement of the 
national cybersecurity strategy in November 2016, the UK also announced plans to double its cyber-
security budget(2.8 trillion won) by 2020. China has announced an emergency response plan for a 
cyberattacks in June 2017. In September 2019, Korea also announced the National Cyber Security 
Basic Plan jointly with related ministries in the changing cybersecurity environment.  

Cyber protection refers to overall activities to protect information assets from malicious electron-
ic attacks on computers, servers, mobile devices, journalist systems, a network of vehicle, smart 
home, router data, etc. The size of the cybersecurity market is expected to grow further as digital 
transformation expands in the future. At the same time, digital transformation, represented by AI, 
big data, and cloud, is expected to increase the number of cyberattacks.  

This study intends to identify the efficiency and limitations of AI-based cyber defense systems by 
applying game theory. It explores the direction of building AI-based cyber control systems. To this 
end, chapter 2, deals with the literature review and analysis framework, and chapter 3, analyzes the 
benefits and limitations of applying AI-based cyber control systems. Chapter 4 explores a building 
strategy of an AI-based cyber control system. Chapter 5 will summarize the existing review and 
present policy alternatives for building an AI-based cyber control system. 

 

2. Literature Review and Analysis Framework 

The paper co-authored by Sangmin Park, Kyungho Lee, and Jongin Lim, Strategy Making Model 
Operational Intelligence Using The Game Theory in Cyber Attacks: In the Case study of KHNP(Korea 
Hydro & Nuclear Power Co., Ltd.) Hacking deals with the use of an open policy decision model in the 
process of strategic decision-making for the cyber terror response. The study pointed out that cyber 
warfare appears as a combination of hacking and psychological warfare and emphasizes the impor-
tance of strategic decision-making of the control tower for effective response[1].  
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An Analysis of Cyber Defense Information System for Utilization of AI Technologies, co-authored 
by Yeongwol Moon, Jangyong Park, Jinha Lee, and Jaeseung Song, analyzed information protection 
technology using artificial intelligence and proposed a phased development strategy of intelligent 
information protection system[2]. Artificial Intelligence-based Security Control Construction and 
Countermeasures, co-authored by Junhyeok Hung·byongyup Lee, calls for the establishment and 
operation of an artificial intelligence-based integrated control system that can analyze vast amounts 
of data by the evolution of cyber-attack methods and respond preemptively in a short period[3]. In 
his paper Rethinking Cybersecurity in the AI and Blockchain Age, Yoon Jung-hyun argues that the 
blockchain method is the emergence of an open security paradigm in cybersecurity, and suggests 
that it can reduce attacks by restoring resilience based on distributed networks and identifying trac-
es of hidden attackers[4]. Bae Jae-kwon proposed the technical and institutional elements necessary 
for the construction of Enterprise Security Management System(ESMS) in his paper, A Study on the 
Establishment of Enterprise Security Management System Based on Artificial Intelligence and Big 
Data Analysis[5]. The main service areas of ESMS are digital security consulting, IT control service, 
and security consulting service.  

This research agrees with the policy suggestions of the existing research and suggests realistic pol-
icies for establishing an AI-based cybersecurity system. In this paper, to resolve the unbalanced con-
frontation structure of defenders in cybersecurity, it was suggested to strengthen the ability to track 
and respond to the origin of the attacker's computer by strengthening the AI-based security solution. 
It also emphasized R & D investment and training of professionals as part of efforts to compensate 
for the instability of artificial intelligence. Also, it emphasized the expansion of cyber capabilities to 
prevent attacks, the improvement of early warning system performance, and the enhancement of 
counter-attack capabilities to cyber attackers.  

As cyber-attacks have recently become more advanced, it is difficult to respond accurately, and 
artificial intelligence is recognized as an alternative to effectively respond to these security threats. 
The advantage of the AI-based method is that using AI technologies such as machine learning and 
natural language processing, analysts can respond confidently and quickly to threats[6]. First, on the 
learning side, AI learns using billions of data from both formal and unstructured sources(e.g. blogs 
and news). At AI, machine learning and deep learning technologies improve knowledge to "under-
stand" cybersecurity threats and cyber risks. Second, on the analytics side, AI collects insights and 
uses inferences to identify the relationship between malicious files, suspicious IP addresses, or 
threats. These kinds of analyses are performed in seconds or minutes, allowing security analysts to 
respond to threats up to 60 times faster. Third, using AI's function of augmented reality eliminates 
the need to conduct time-consuming research tests and provides managed risk analysis. This reduc-
es the time it takes for security analysts to make important decisions, adjust them to address threats, 
and respond quickly.  

However, even if artificial intelligence is applied to security, it is necessary to use a supervised 
learning technique that mimics human cognitive ability to automatically classify and identify the at-
tacker's intention. Despite these shortcomings, artificial intelligence technology has upgraded the 
current security technology stage, which not only guarantees the continuity of a stable business en-
vironment but also has the advantage of efficient manpower management. However, this AI pro-
vides an equal opportunity not only for defense but also for attack.  

In terms of defense, just as artificial intelligence prepares countermeasures by automatically clas-
sifying and analyzing the attack types of various malicious codes through machine learning tech-
niques, the attack side continues to detect and attack security vulnerabilities of the current system 
to identify loopholes insecurity[7]. It can also be used to effectively disguise attackers. The surprising 
fact is that artificial intelligence learns and evolves on its own. This means that at some point, artifi-
cial intelligence may develop into areas that humans have never thought of and create a new attack 
pattern that transcends human experience or imagination. AI is a useful tool for maximizing human 
understanding and behavior through a series of processes that automatically prepare data using 
augmented analytics, discover and interpret insights from data.  
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It should be noted that the development of artificial intelligence technology can trigger the evolu-
tion of attack systems along with the strengthening of cybersecurity systems. "The Malicious Use of 
Artificial Intelligence," written at the " AI Workshop" involving academics, civic groups, and industry, 
including the University of Oxford, UK, in February 2017, presented six AI attributes that have not 
developed enough to exceed human capabilities <Table 1>. 

Table 1. Characteristics that artificial intelligence[8]. 

Characteristics Main content 

Duality · Artificial intelligence can be used for civilian, military, etc., and is not specified to be used for 
specific purposes 

Efficiency and  
scalability 

· Certain tasks can be performed faster and cheaper cost than manpower, and at the same time, 
systems can be replicated to perform many tasks 

Excellence · Beyond the basic environment that humans have, they can perform better than humans in the 
water and at night 

Anonymity · Reducing areas of communication and face-to-face response with others 

Supply ability · AI-related technologies can be easily applied and abused differently from the original purpose 

Vulnerability 

· Many vulnerabilities have not been solved yet, such as attack techniques that cause errors by 
learning artificial intelligence with abnormal data or attack techniques and defects in  
autonomous systems that cause errors by adding noise to data used in image recognition  
algorithms 

There are many vulnerabilities that have not been solved yet, such as attack techniques that 
cause errors by AI's learning of abnormal data which cause errors by adding noise to data used in 
image recognition algorithms. Major security threats using artificial intelligence are shown in Table 2. 
To solve these problems, people involved in AI should cooperate to understand and prepare for the 
abuse of AI, and actively respond in advance. It is necessary to coordinate stakeholders and experts 
in various fields that can prevent risks related to the abuse of artificial intelligence.  

Table 2. Major security threats using artificial intelligence[8]. 

Attributes of AI Main contents 

Adversarial patch 
· Stickers containing images cause artificial intelligence algorithms to malfunction 
· In the event of a problem with artificial intelligence applied to autonomous vehicles, there 
is a high possibility of accidents that are directly related to life 

Spear phishing 

· The form in which an attacker collects and enters information related to an attack target 
in advance and performs an attack 
· Existing phishing required skilled workers, but using artificial intelligence can reduce the 
proficiency used in attacks and expand the scope of attacks 

Imitation 

· Although it does not mimic the human voice, it is possible to imitate the voice using  
algorithms, and it is possible to impersonate and spread false information with synthetic  
technology 
· It secretly instructs hacking commands by giving voice recognition systems commands of 
white noise that AI recognizes but humans cannot decipher 
· Sing Deep Fake technology(Deep Learning + Fake), fake news can be used for social  
anxiety, and it is becoming increasingly difficult to determine the authenticity of the video 

Automation of social  
engineering attacks 

· It is a technique that targets vulnerabilities that humans have, and it is automated and 
managed in large quantities by sending messages by automatically creating mail links, etc. 
that the subject may be interested in 

Sophisticated and  
automated swarm attacks 

· Swarms that attack various vulnerabilities, access points, and devices are self-learning, 
exchanging information with each other, attacking multiple victims, and easing responses 

Extracting black- box 
model 

· Extracting parameters from the black box model, allowing malicious users to access the 
underlying technology 

Leakage of personal  · The latest digital information devices are equipped with artificial intelligence technology, 
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information and they have the potential to abuse personal information. 

2.1. Game theory and cybersecurity 

Game theory is an analytical framework used to observe competition among multiple competi-
tors(players) fighting under pre-set rules. Game theory is appropriate for analyzing cyber interaction 
between defenders, attackers, and users. In this game, whether the player participating in the game 
is an individual or a team, the interaction minimizes the loss or gains rewards. Rock-paper-scissors, 
for example, two players have the same strategy and a 50/50 chance of winning <Figure 1>. A prere-
quisite is that participants in the game make reasonable decisions. Players can always play unpre-
dictable games because they can't make the best choice under any circumstances. 

Figure 1. Game theory[9]. 

In cybersecurity attackers and defenders can choose strategies and make a decision based on 
their resources, to attain the rewards, while anticipating the actions from opposing players. 

2.2. Cybersecurity is an imbalanced game 

Defenders are always at a disadvantage in cyberspace. Even if all cyber safety technologies are 
used to defend, the defenders do not know when and where they may be attacked. Attackers always 
take advantage of cyber warfare. If cyber hacking occurs, it affects attackers, defenders, and every-
day network users. They have different reasons to succeed. On the attacker's side, it takes advan-
tage of the weakness of the attacker's computer to steal, tamper with, or paralyze the cyber net-
work. Defenders, on the other hand, try to keep their information assets, data, and networks func-
tioning normally. Legitimate network users want normal operations to handle their tasks. Attackers 
have the dominant strategy and always get a more substantial payoff than defenders and legitimate 
users. Attackers don’t have to spend many resources, and still can maximize their interest if they can 
successfully infiltrate the network. Arms race are likely between attacker and defender in the cyber 
domain[10].  

 

3. Benefits and Limitations for Defender  

3.1. Benefits for defender 

3.1.1. AI-based real-time autonomous cyber defense 

Cyber domains are like a tilted playground for defenders. Efforts are being made to defend against 
the unexpected increase in cyber attacks, but there is a limit to preventing various cyber-attacks that 
are difficult to predict. As hackers evolve into various forms of attack, security paradigms continue to 
develop[11]. Attempts are underway to apply it to integrated security controls using artificial intelli-
gence to analyze exponentially increasing data due to limitations in time and available resources. By 
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utilizing artificial intelligence, it is easy to respond to security threats by quickly analyzing vast 
amounts of data[12]. An intelligent security control system can process real-time infringement, and 
reduce time by collecting and analyzing various digital device information using big data on one plat-
form and applying it to protect and detect unknown threats. To improve this detection capability, it 
is necessary to develop security control algorithms based on neural networks <Table 3>. 

Table 3. Integrated control system algorithm based on the neural network[5]. 

Division Learning techniques Algorithm Characteristic 

Event prediction Guidance learning XG boost algorithm 
linear booster algorithm 

It improves the detection 
rate and reduces the error 

rate 

Anomaly prediction Unsupervised learning 
Reconstructive tied-weight 

auto encoder, isolation  
forest & parametric stats 

Accident prediction, 
abnormal behavior 

detection 

Advanced countries like the U.S. and U.K. are launching software using artificial intelligence in cy-
bersecurity to create a safe working environment against cyber threats. IBM of the United States 
operates 'X Force', a security solution that monitors global events in real-time and detects threats. In 
South Korea, many companies are already operating cyber protection systems using artificial intelli-
gence to tackle real-time threats. 

3.1.2. AI-based identification of unknown threats 

Network-based Intrusion Detection(NIDS) refers to dealing with unauthorized access to informa-
tion resources or illegal infringement of information resources. However, the current firewall-based 
border security method requires special experts and maintenance costs to analyze various attacks to 
create patterns. The STS(Statistics-Based Anomaly Detection) technique, which sets statistics on 
normal network users but there are limitations in identifying and responding to threats on a real-
time basis due to the recent diversification of cyberattacks. If artificial intelligence is applied to solve 
these problems, normal network packets and various abnormal network packets are collected and 
various machine learning algorithms previously explained about these packets can be applied to de-
termine whether real-time packets are normal or abnormal based on AI's learned knowledge[13]. 

3.1.3. AI-based preventive analytics for cybersecurity 

Malware is a popular method of cyber-attack using viruses, worms, Trojan horses, exploits, botnet, 
retroviruses[14]. Most malicious code creators are creating and distributing various variants of code 
to avoid vaccines. The existing 'Signature Vaccine' analyzes and diagnoses samples or patterns of 
previously collected malicious codes, identifies treatment methods, and adds them to the anti-virus 
database. This method can respond quickly if a malicious code attack is added to the database but 
cannot respond to a new type of attack. To solve this problem, artificial intelligence can be used to 
quickly analyze new malicious code and update it to the database 10 times faster than humans. The 
AI-applied vaccine determines the abnormality of malicious code by using intelligent information 
such as various abnormal behavior, black IP list, Indicator of Code(Ioc), and C & C IP list based on the 
threat model of malicious code <Table 4 >. 

Table 4. Main branches of cybersecurity applications adopting AI techniques[14].  

Cyber application of AI-base methods 
Malware detection Network intrusion Phishing/spam detection Other 

· PC malware 
· Android malware 

· Intrusion 
· Anomaly detection 

· Web phishing detection 
· Mail phishing detection 

· Spam on social networks 
·S pam mail 

· Countering advanced 
persistent threats(APTs) 
· Identify domain names 

generated by domain 
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generation algorithms 
(DGAs) 

Recently, as intelligent malicious code is increasing rapidly and hacking technology advances, 
Endpoint Detection and Response(EDR) solutions are emerging to respond to them through detec-
tion and analysis on a real-time basis. 

3.2. Limitations for defender 

Although AI is a powerful tool, it is a relatively new technology and has limitations in cybersecurity. 
Security solutions have to be re-trained to keep up the function as new threats emerge. As various 
cyberattacks evolve, the type of cyber attack must be learned by machine learning to respond to the 
same type of attack[15][16][17]. AI can be also useful for cyber attackers. Through machine learning, 
they disguise their attack and learn what the AI-based security system is looking for or erase traces 
of the attack as if nothing had happened <Table 5>. 

Table 5. The use of AI for malicious activities in cybersecurity[18]. 

Malicious use of AI 

Autonomous intelligent threats Tool for attacking AI 

· Strengthening malware 
· Social engineering 

· Adversarial inputs 
· Poisoning training data 

· Model extraction 

The artificial intelligence system has not developed enough to distinguish 100% between mali-
cious and normal acts. Therefore, artificial intelligence should be continuously learned similar to 
human learning. Artificial intelligence quickly detects many cybersecurity threats and informs human 
analysts[19][20]. And AI shortens the time for cybersecurity officers to analyze threats. However, 
artificial intelligence is still not complete enough to completely replace dedicated IT experts. Cyber 
attackers equipped with artificial intelligence attack the opponent's computer, but infiltration is al-
lowed if the opponent's artificial intelligence defense solution is poor, but it is blocked if the defense 
network is tight. Internet security issues can be understood as a series of unpredictable games of 
spears and shields between attackers and defenders in the cyber domain. 

 

4. A Building Strategy of an AI-Based Cyber Control System  

The cyber defense process of the AI-based security control platform goes through the process of 
threat data collection → analysis → response → management, and can effectively respond to cyber 
attacks[21]. The combination of artificial intelligence and cyber-attacks increases the scope and fre-
quency of attacks, improves attack accuracy, and enables bypass attacks. Cyber attacks using artifi-
cial intelligence are attacked automation systems that can speed up cyberattacks or expand the 
scope of attacks without the help of experts. It also utilizes deep learning analysis to enable more 
sophisticated attacks. Using AI, various attacks that evolve malicious code for security control bypass 
can be executed. Cyber attacks go through five stages: reconnaissance, infiltration, Lateral move-
ment, spread, and attack. Reconnaissance and penetration is a process in which a hacker detects 
and penetrates the vulnerable target. ZeroFOX, a security company, demonstrated this possibility in 
2016. As a result of a cyber-attack using AI, AI wrote 819 while hackers wrote 200 comments and 
hackers potentially infected 49 people, whereas AI infected 275(2021). 

Using artificial intelligence, AI can learn patterns of cyber mail security systems through machine 
learning and bypass them to attack. Also, IBM's AI malicious code Deep Locker can use AI-based im-
age technology to identify the attack target and execute the Ransomware attack when the target 
uses the video app <Figure 2>. 
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Figure 2. Balance of AI attacker and defender[22].  

 
Cyber attacks using AI are threatening, but AI is also used for prevention and detection in cyber 

defense. Prevention is a step that 'strengthens attack detection by analyzing cyber-attack patterns 
and strengthens security by analyzing internal vulnerabilities, and the major technology used in this 
area is 'Threat Hunting'. 'Threat hunting' is the process of finding threats and complementing vulne-
rabilities. In other words, it is to increase the level of security detection by analyzing the attack pat-
terns. Detection is a step in preventing cyberattack attempts, and security officers can automatically 
analyze malicious code using AI. Tracing threat technology refers to Security Order Automation and 
Response(SOAR) security operating system and it is a platform that supports people and machines to 
cooperate organically to cope with various security threats in the computer system. The definition 
and merits of SOAR's technology are as follows <Table 6>.  

Table 6. Definition and merit of major SOAR technologies[5].  

Core technology Definition Advantages 

Response to security incidents 
platform(SIRP) 

· Technology to plan, manage, track, 
harmoniously manipulate and  
respond to security incidents 

· It is possible to integrate different 
security tools, third-party threat alerts 
and, IT data, and increase the visibility 

of security events so that the  
importance of threat response can be  

classified and responded to 

Threat intelligence platform(TIP) 
· Measures and works on  

vulnerabilities, reporting collaboration 
tool shaping technology 

· Security incidents can be reviewed 
and evaluated based on best practices 

and quarantine remedial measures 
are possible, and threat response and 
problem resolution are possible even 
in a work environment with excessive 

work and insufficient resources 

Security operation automation and 
orchestration(SOA) 

· Task, process, policy execution, and 
reporting automation and  
orchestration technology 

· By automating actions that frequent-
ly occur in transactions, security  

engineers can focus on high-level 
threat analysis such as threat hunting 

By automating actions that frequently occur in transactions, security engineers can focus on high-
level threat analysis such as threat hunting. The response phase is a step in which a security control-
ler quickly responds to cyber-attacks. It is a technology that categorizes the history of abnormal 
symptoms into the same things and shows them by time using AI's context technology. These pro-
grams allow controllers to quickly identify and respond to cyber-attacks. For cybersecurity, there is a 
need to use game theory to come up with a strategy in responding to Hacker' AI-based attacks. In 
particular, AI utilization in cybersecurity covers the areas of prediction, detection, and response <Ta-
ble 7>.  
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Table 7. Status of artificial intelligence utilization by cybersecurity level[23].  

Usage status AI security area with high potential 

Prediction Analysis of user/machine behavior 

Detection Intrusion detection, fraud detection, and malicious code detection 

Respond Network risk analysis 

The status of AI utilization by the cybersecurity stage of AI predicts behavioral analysis of users 
and machines. It is used for network intrusion, malicious code detection, and abnormal activity de-
tection. And network risk analysis allows preventive measures to be taken to respond to cyber-
attacks. There is the know-how to operate the latest security equipment and solutions to defend 
against cyberattacks, but the damage is also increasing due to failure to prevent evolving attacks on 
a real-time basis. Therefore, the next-generation artificial intelligence-based cybersecurity system 
will go through an organic cycle of prevention, control, response, and analysis <Table 8>. 

Table 8. Security control process[21]. 

Division Major contents 

Prevention 
· Strengthen security response level of service/system/security policy 
· Attack forecasting service based on new threat information collection system 
· Providing threat assessment analysis services 

Control 
· Strengthen security level of the security response system 
· Strengthening accident prevention functions by strengthening access control 
· Creating new security policies and reflecting changes in authority policies 

Response 
· Normal-based abnormal behavior detection and potential threat detection services 
· Priority and response to cyber threats 
· Isolation and blocking of exposed threats 

Analysis · Infringement precise analysis service using external threat intelligence 
· Providing emergency security policy & Push function of automation of security policy application  

To respond to cyber-attacks, first, for artificial intelligence to more efficiently detect and respond 
quickly to security threats. It is necessary to analyze vast amounts of security data with human expe-
rience and knowledge and enter accurate data for artificial intelligence to learn[24]. Second, it is ne-
cessary to strengthen the self-learning ability of security solutions to apply signature analysis, beha-
vior analysis technology, and machine learning technology to enable automated detection and re-
sponse to AI-based cyber attacks. Although there are many limitations and risks of artificial intelli-
gence, it is important to consider how to use artificial intelligence usefully for the welfare and pros-
perity of mankind. 

 

5. Conclusion 

As shown above, AI-based cybersecurity is a two-way unpredictable game between attackers and 
defenders. The preemptive attacker is always in an advantageous position, so for cybersecurity, the 
defender should continuously improve the function of the AI-based security solution and sometimes 
use a trick to analyze the attacker's behavior and take action in advance to maintain the resilience of 
the network so that the user can use it normally. 

The AI-based cybersecurity system's advantage in its defense position is that it can utilize artificial 
intelligence to quickly process massive data analysis and cope with security threats in real-time. 
Second, the AI intelligence control system detects threats that are difficult to detect in advance. 
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Third, samples or patterns of collected malicious code can be analyzed and diagnosed to find out 
how to treat them and update them quickly to the database.  

In contrast, the AI-based cybersecurity system has the demerit for the defender that it can not re-
spond to a new type of attack as various cyberattacks evolve. Second, attackers can also utilize artifi-
cial intelligence. Cybercriminals disguise their attacks through machine learning what AI-based secu-
rity systems are looking for or erase attack traces as if nothing had happened. Third, artificial intelli-
gence shortens the time for cybersecurity officers to analyze threats. However, an AI-based cyber 
control system is still not complete enough to replace dedicated IT experts. Therefore, training 
skilled IT professionals is the best alternative for cybersecurity. 

In the future, cybersecurity will emerge as a major agenda for national security, and AI technology 
is a requirement for security in response to advanced cyber attacks. AI is likely to lead to cybersecur-
ity soon. The government should cooperate with private companies to support the development of 
AI-based cyber defense systems.  

As a result of the study, AI-based cybersecurity development measures are as follows. First, cy-
bersecurity is directly related to national security, and the government has to enhance the capability 
of an AI-based cybersecurity system. Second, to cope with increasingly diverse and evolving external 
cyber-attacks. The public and private sectors should cooperate organically and individuals, organiza-
tions, businesses, public institutions, and government agencies should form an integrated cyber cri-
sis management system that suits each level. This is because computers operated by civilians are 
organically connected to government and military circles. So private computers infected with mali-
cious codes infect those computers. Third, it is necessary to promote R & D investment and profes-
sional human resources to build an AI-based cybersecurity system that may give early warning to 
prevent cyber attacks. At the same time, the capability to control and reject attackers from a dis-
tance has to be enhanced. Fourth, it is also required to overhaul related legal systems to strengthen 
AI-based cybersecurity. Although there are many limitations and risks of artificial intelligence, it is 
important to concern about how to use artificial intelligence usefully for the welfare and prosperity 
of mankind. 
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Abstract 

Purpose: Current social and technical issues related AI Ethics take many different forms. Therefore, efforts to 
make ethical guidelines to cope with these issues are actively being developed. However, most kinds of ethical 
guidelines present general ethical principles and take a deductive method of solving individual problems in ac-
cordance. The purpose of this study is to propose creating ethical guidelines through an inductive method of 
deriving ethical principles based on ethical judgements on each individual AI-related cases. 

Method: At first, most representative cases of AI ethics-related guidelines would be investigated in domestic 
and international level, with collecting documents and literature review. After that, examine the commonalities 
and differences between cases as these basic data through comparative research methods. Accordingly, it 
would be revealed that each case is constituted by a deductive method. Finally, as an alternative to these me-
thods, presenting the merits of establishing ethical principles related to AI through inductive cases and specific 
examples. 

Results: Most of the representative AI Code of Ethics that currently exist have the form of suggesting prin-
ciples and then solving ethical problems by applying the principles to the actual events accordingly. This type of 
approach corresponds to the method of ethics which based on moral principles. However, complex and unpre-
dictable problems are likely to arise when it comes to AI ethics. In order to solve these problems, it is necessary 
to extract the principles of the AI Code of Ethics by establishing and presenting ethical principles through re-
searching and analyzing various individual events related to AI Ethics using deep learning and Big Data Based 
AI. 

Conclusion: The following effects can be achieved by using deep learning techniques and Big Data Based AI 
that contains Ethical Issues together with sound and desirable Moral Judgement on each case, to derive the 
principles of the AI code of ethics. First, it is possible to extract and secure Big Data as basic resource of present-
ing Ethical Directions on various ethical problems arising in connection with the development of AI technology. 
Second, since the Ethical Principles as AI Code of Ethics are established based on empirical data, the validity of 
the principles can be secured. On the other hand, the AI Code of Ethics derived through deep learning based on 
such Big Data is likely to result in multiple tyranny or errors of majority due to certain limitations. So evaluation, 
verification and correction by Human Ethics Experts are essential to prevent these kinds of fault. 

[Keywords] AI Ethics, AI Code of Ethics, Deep Learning, Big Data, Human Ethics Experts

1. The AI code of Ethics as a Widespread Trend 

Today's issues related to AI ethics are unfolding in a wide variety of forms. Among them, 
the most recent case dealing with remarkable AI ethics related to recent scientific and tech-
nological developments such as Research on Future War and AI equipped Combat robots[1], 
Regarding the Ethical Principles required in the Post COVID-19 Era and AI Technology, a study 
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that extracted four virtues of Transparency, Trust, Endurance, and Prudence by approaching 
from the perspective of three parties of Policy Maker, Researcher, and Citizens[2], A study 
that reviewed the definition and development process of the concept of privacy rights, and 
proposed the protection of regulation and the change of algorithm[3], Suggestions for setting 
the direction of AI ethics related to securing research grants in the Bioethics area[4], and such 
are the like exist as representative themes.  

Meanwhile, in the field of health care and education where AI is actively used, discussions are be-
ing actively conducted not only on the use of AI technology itself, but also on ethical issues related to 
the use of AI. For example, suggestions related to the complex use of AI technology in the super-
aging society[5][6], A study in which discussions on Emotional Coaching and Art Theraphy were 
developed by paying attention to the emotional aspects of humans requested in the AI era[7], 
Research on innovative teaching methods using AI in untact situations[8], A study in which AI-
based Character Educations tried to approach the Rubrics and Schoolwide Approach by refer-
ring to six benchmarks of the Character Education Framework[9], and such could be said as 
recent research trends related to AI Ethics.  

These studies can be said to be efforts to establish AI Ethics in common, or to reflect this in 
real-world issues. However, these studies show a pattern to be implemented in the form of 
trying to suggest a certain code of conduct in AI Ethics. Originally, efforts to establish prin-
ciples and guidelines for AI-related issues began from the academic perspective. And after 
that it is gradually being actively deployed in research institutions, IT companies and other 
industries till now. Some representative examples of this Code of Ethics can be identified as 
follows: First, at the government level, there are EU Commission's Ethics Guidelines for Trust-
worth AI, Ten Principles of UK NHS AI Code of Conduct, and US Depart of Defense's AI ethical 
principles that encompassing five major areas, and so on. Second, at the enterprise level, 
there are Google AI Principles, KAKAO AI algorithm Code of Conduct which is one of the first AI 
ethics applied in the IT tech field in Korea, and such are worth to review. Third, in the Public 
Domain and Civil Society, there are a wide variety of forms of AI Code of Ethics are being pro-
posed. 

This phenomenon can be called as an explosive increase in AI Code of Ethics. And the rea-
son that various subjects propose such Ethics of AI can be said that it is the starting point for 
making Ethical AI in the end[10]. At this time, Ethical AI is a concept that assumes a subject 
that interacts ethically with humans and society. In addition, since these subjective actions 
should based on criteria for judgment, it can be said that the Ethical Code of Conduct that AI 
must comply with is requested.  

These norms are basically presented in the form of a declarative presentation of the prin-
ciple of action. There are examples of this trend such as the results of a recent study of AI 
code of conduct or guidelines on Ethical AI corpus mapping and analysis, and when various 
ethical standards of conduct are synthesized, the five principles of transparency, justice and 
fairness, non-maleficence, responsibility, and privacy are extracted and presented[11]. And 
such kinds of AI Code of Ethics could be implemented in a form applied to situations where 
actual ethical judgment is requested. Such a mechanism is composed in the form of creating 
and presenting a declarative sentence that can be applied to a specific subject or area based 
on confirming the ethical norm that is generally applicable. And again it is used in the form of 
interpreting the contents of these declarative sentences and applying them to individual ethi-
cal issues whenever they arise.  

On the other hand, there are studies that emphasize the importance of human judgment in 
attempts to incorporate the correlation between AI and Ethics[12]. According to this, it is ne-
cessary to re-interpret the concept of “autonomous”, which is one of the unique properties of 
AI. This study points out that AI-equipped machines or robotics such as driverless cars cannot 
themselves be completely ethical or moral agency. This also means that a new form of ethical 
choice made by human beings should be at the core, in a new period in connection with AI 
which is related to the development of science and technology. 
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It can be seen that such various discussions do not entirely object to the need for AI code of 
Ethics. Then, it is necessary to examine the commonalities of these perspectives and the ex-
tent to which the extension can be expanded in the future.  

 

2. The Necessity of Establishing AI Code of Ethics Using Deep Learning and Big Data 

There are lots of AI code of Ethics, but most of them are merely a listing or declaration of 
certain virtues. For example, In the United States, Future of Life Institute adopted Asilomar AI 
principles. In Japan, Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications Japan drafts AI R&D 
Guidelines. In China, Ministry of Science and Technology suggests the Governance Principles 
for a New Generation of AI which is drafted by the National New Generation AI Governance 
Expert Committee. In Korea, Korea Communications Commission presents AI Charter of Ethics, 
etc. 

The common features of various types of AI code of Ethics discussions that have been con-
ducted so far are summarized in the following two aspects. First, there is a broad spectrum of 
AI's ethical behavior. One aspect is that the autonomous behavior of AI and its resulting ethi-
cal judgments are recognized only at a very low level, and only Ethical Judgments done by 
Human being are worth to regard. The other side of aspect is that acknowledging the high lev-
el of AI's autonomous behavior and requesting the AI's own Code of Ethical Conduct for that 
autonomous behavior. Second, this spectrum of ethical considerations means that value 
judgment by Human being must be intervened as a whole. On the one hand, it can be in the 
form of human teaches AI the ethical norms, and on the other hand, it can be in the form of AI 
learning ethical norms by itself.  

Efforts to establish the AI code of ethics discussed above are the AI code of conduct that 
humans establish and let AI learn it, or AI that responds to unexpected ethical situations 
based on the AI Code of Ethics established by humans. So it is analyzed as a form of evaluating 
the behavior of a person. In reality, however, concentrated elaborating of multi-stakeholder 
and each political subjects organizations is required in relation to AI's Ethical Judgment[13]. 
And although not in full form, this view can be said to be an acknowledgment of moral charac-
ters in artificial moral agents at a certain level. In particular, this perspective can be unders-
tood as being in context with the approach of virtue ethics that focuses on the characteristics 
of the actor[14].  

Meanwhile, problematic or facing a dilemma situations that are the basis of ethical judg-
ments requested in everyday life have the characteristics of Big Data. These kinds of situations 
have combinations of situations that are visually recognized and situations that are communi-
cated verbally. In order to make moral judgments in any given situation, very complex infor-
mation is required. In this regard, it is worth referring to the following research results such as 
a study applying deep learning technology for analysis in the visual aspect[15], A study sug-
gesting an approach to core linguistic processing issues by applying deep learning technology 
to natural language processing[16], etc. These studies correspond to the thing which could be 
accessed from the AI side in relation to the various data collected and used by humans in mak-
ing moral judgments. 

On the other hand, moral decision-making performed in human life has a characteristic that 
considers a wide variety of factors in a complex manner. It would be impossible to reduce 
these characteristics to complete quantitative data, but it is considered that it is possible to 
categorize and understand these characteristics to some degree. As the categories of data re-
lated to moral judgment become more subdivided and increased, it can be said to have the 
characteristics of big data for decision making. Data related to this decision-making can be 
used to make ethical choices in conflict situations as the ultimate goal pursued by Deep Learn-
ing. 
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Summarizing the above discussion, efforts to establish the AI Code of Ethics made up to 
now consist of a deductive procedure that declaratively presents ethical principles first and 
then confirms individual issues accordingly. However, humans use very diverse and complex 
data to make ethical judgments, and this has the characteristics of Big Data. If so, the design 
of an inductive mechanism that enables AI to make ethical decisions using Deep Learning 
techniques using such enormous data as basic data is considered to have some validity. If so, 
it is necessary to review the process of exploring the Code of Ethics using Deep Learning and 
Big Data.  

 

3. Procedure of Exploring Code of Ethics Using Deep Learning and Big Data 

As discussed above, the topics related to AI Ethics tend to be explored in connection with 
the perspective of virtue ethics related to human behavior. However, not only this, but there 
are also studies that understand today's society from the view of the smart community to-
gether with the perspective of moral development. This study sets up a topic tree related to 
ethical issues, explores the possibility that AI can act as an artificial moral agent, and suggests 
that the Moral Competence Test should be applied to this. This research also extracts key is-
sues and its related topics in Fourth industrial revolution and mapping it into eight sub-
jects[17]. The key issues presented in this study are significant in that they can be presented 
as initial conditions for Deep Learning. 

With this, there is a research which use the method of Cognitive Computing in relation to 
solving the refugee problem[18]. The research provides certain implications for the correction 
method of the results of Deep Learning through the intervention of Human Ethics Experts in 
establishing AI Ethics based on Deep Learning and Big Data. This study approaches the stages 
of Cognitive Computing by dividing it into Observation, Understanding, Analysis, and Decision 
Making. According to this model, basic resources are observed at the Big Data as a raw level, 
understanding and analyzing these through AI technology, and human intervention is per-
formed in the final decision making stage. 

Applying these points, the procedure in which the expression learned by the Deep Learning 
algorithm appears has similar characteristics to that of ethical decision making. First, for ethi-
cal decision making, various related norms established through the tradition of ethics can be 
set in each layer of Layered Representations Learning or Hierarchical Representations Learning. 
Next, Autonomous Machine Learning will be performed based on nonlinear and qualitative 
data that is requested for this ethical decision making. Finally, these results will be reviewed 
by Human Ethics Experts. 

In the above process, most of the learning about ethical decisions will be done by AI, but 
the most important is the role of Human Ethics Experts. When making an ethical judgment on 
a real issues or problem, there is a risk of bias due to external effects. In addition, in some 
cases, if an ethical judgment requires a choice contrary to its own interests, there is a risk of 
falling into self-contradiction and justifying the wrong choice. In response to these problems, 
it is the task of Human Ethics Experts to modify the judgment mechanism or, if inevitable, to 
set up a device that can manual override and to play the role of the final supervising or execu-
tive manager. Of course, the result of this correction will be integrated into Deep Learning 
Mechanism and AI function, thereby elaborating the model of AI Code of Ethics establishment. 

The above mechanism is the basic mechanism for collecting various data to be considered in 
a given situation for individual ethical decision making in the form of Big Data and making eth-
ical choices based on this. And the Dig Data set, which gathers content related to each of 
these ethical decisions, can also be incorporated into higher-level ethical principles. Mean-
while, the essential consideration when using such Big Data is related to privacy as a human 
virtue[19]. Various information is requested from the judgment mechanism for ethical deci-
sion-making, and this judgment contains extremely personal judgment on sensitive issues. In 
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some cases, such information may lead to a judgment on the value of the person who made 
such a decision, so basic data on the decision making itself can be used, but personal informa-
tion that could confirm the identity of the decision maker must be protected, and clear action 
for protecting each decision maker is needed to make use of Big Data possible.  

 

4. Conclusion 

All the AI practitioner should maintain and attribute to AI’s ethical responsibility for build-
ing AI ethics at all stages of conception, production, distribution, and usage of AI code of Eth-
ics. Ai Ethics is a kind of collective work of sound members of the human societies[20]. The AI 
Code of Ethics is weakly persuasive when approached only declaratively. We need to explore 
what millions of people around the world think about AI ethics, and create an AI code of ethics 
based on this, so that more people can sympathize and participate. 

The following effects can be achieved by using deep learning techniques and Big Data based 
AI that contains Ethical Issues together with sound and desirable Ethical Judgement on each 
case, to derive the principles of the AI Code of Ethics. First, it is possible to extract and secure 
Big Data as basic resource of presenting Ethical Directions on various ethical issues or prob-
lems arising in connection with the development of AI technology. Second, since ethical prin-
ciples are established based on empirical data, the validity of the principles can be secured. 
The big data related to ethical decision making collected in this way becomes data that 
enables general people as a majority of the public to know the results and trends of ethical 
decision making encountered in daily life. And it can be said that the result of learning based 
on such a large population is representative of the ethical decision making pattern made by 
human being at a general level. 

On the other hand, the Code of Ethics derived through Deep Learning based on such Big Da-
ta is likely to result in multiple tyranny or errors of majority vote due to certain limitations of 
multiple judgments, so it must be evaluated, verified and corrected by Human Ethics Experts. 
This is because the direction the majority chooses in any ethical conflict cannot necessarily 
said to be ethical. Human Ethics Experts verifying the results of AI decisions on ethical issues 
based on the Ethical Principles learned by Deep Learning techniques in relation to any ethical 
decision making, solving ethical dilemma situations. It should be used not only as a prescrip-
tion for the problems as ethical treatment, but also as basic data to analyze the problem when 
ethical choices do not occur. Further research related to this will be developed in the future. 
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Abstract 

Purpose: This study explores the ethical issues that arise in building a community where humans can use 
smart technology to lead happier lives, a smart society.  

Method: Technology in a smart society is not unrelated to the human variable, no matter how advanced its 
level is. As humans pursue value, smart societies also need to be explored from an ethical perspective. This 
study provides the need for an ethical approach that emphasizes humanity in the process of building and main-
taining a smart society. The research was conducted by contents based approach.  

Results: This research showed that the smart society was clarified by the Fourth Industrial Revolution, and 
got two characteristics as follows: First, AI, which is the core of smart society in particular, fosters human na-
ture and potentialility through automatic self-realization, human representation, personal and social skills, and 
social cohesion. Second, smart AI ethical standards include beneficence, non-maleficence, autonomy, justice, 
and explicability.  

Conclusion: This paper presented a normative and substantial directions to what preparations should be 
made for human-centered ethical coexistence in a future-oriented smart society. The ethical virtue or a way of 
living could be summarized as followed: love for humans, retrospective understanding, variable dialogue, self-
sustainability, tarnsparency, explainability.  

[Keywords] Smart Society, Ethical Approach, Smart Internet, Industrial Revolution, Smart Technology, Artifi-
cial Intelligence

1. Introduction 

Human being has pursued a desire for survival. Currently human being has met a converged 
information society based on ICT(Information and Communications Technology)[1][2][3][4]. 

Smart society is based on a smart technology which contains IoT(Internet of Things), cloud 
computing, big data, artificial intelligence, etc. It means that in that society we human being 
can survive, feel happy, and can deal with whole things through a smart technology. And it is 
possible to innovate the entire society that consists of industry, economy, administration, and 
even culture. It could be said a new industrial revolution. A smart society have met the neces-
sity that a smart technology and its values have been devoted to develop a human-centered 
society[5][6][7][8]. 

Through the process of the industrial revolution up to now, various needs of mankind have 
been satisfied. And it was an overall paradigm in the fields of industry, economy, society, aca-
demics, and arts due to vigorous scientific and technological development. In particular, the 
shift has been accelerated by the convergence technology revolution. IoT basically can make 
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whole objects connect through the Internet. Based on this, mankind can lay the groundwork 
for realizing the smart society that humanity pursues[7][8]. 

However, as modern science and technology advances rapidly, humans must quickly adapt 
to the new environment. In making decision and prosecute the process, humans could not 
enough time to verify the effectiveness of the technology. In this process, the smart society 
focused on the satisfaction of human needs. To make linkage between humans and technology, 
it should be dealt with deliberately in the point of ethical view[8]. 

In order to pursue a future smart society, humans converge in terms of science and tech-
nology. Each part has developed to the independent ethical perspective. So it is necessary to 
introduce and promote technologies based on the ethics. 

Recently, artificial intelligence(AI) is improving its completeness by self-learning based on 
big data. However, the acceleration of commercialization has caused many social problems. 
The reason came from that AI has not been constructed on the basis of the ethics. In this ethi-
cal foundation, there are two kinds. One ethics is focused on AI itself, another is focused on 
the human who made AI. In a smart society, human-centered ethics should be prioritized[8]. 

In particular, human privacy is very severe issues in the cyber physical space. Until now, 
humans are not connected to each other in cyberspace like the IoT, but in the smart society 
the connect is unpredictably high level.  

Therefore, this paper aims to show the reasonable and practical plan how to prepare for 
coexistence between AI and real human being. 

 

2. Human Civilization Transition Process and the Advent of AI-Based Smart Society 

In the early era of human civilization, human being have got a labor-based agricultural way, 
steam based, electricity based, and computing/internet based industrial society[7][8], as 
shown in the following <Figure 1>. 

Figure 1. Industrial revolution’s characteristics: mechanization, mass production, automation, and adaptiveness.   

 
In 1784, the First Industrial Revolution was based on a technological innovation using steam 

engines which led to consume goods and light mechanized production process. The Second 
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Industrial Revolution began in the 1870s. During the period, heavy chemicals, such as automa-
tion of conveyor belts and internal combustion engines of petroleum power had been imple-
mented by the electrical energy. It brought the vitalization of industry.  

The Third Industrial Revolution began in the 1960s. During this period, the main body was 
digitalization and automation. It comprises electronics, communication, information, and sem-
iconductor technologies, computing, and information industry. They all had been moved by 
internet.  

The biggest problem in the Third Industrial Revolution scenario was “the pursuit of coopera-
tion and community” to maintain employment due to the end of the market and the decline of 
jobs. The Fourth Industrial Revolution is an extension of the Third Industrial Revolution. The 
main icon of this era is super-connectivity that connects to the network in whole dimensions. 
Convergence technology to connect all agents and communities is based on cloud computing, 
big data, AI which breaks down boundaries[7][8]. 

Today's civilized society is not only the extension of the Third Industrial Revolution, which is 
the core of the information industry. Also the scope and system shows the advent of a marked 
change of the Fourth Industrial Revolution. Unlike the previous industrial revolutions, it was 
not linear, but exponentially rapid advance[8]. And it affects most of industries. The breadth 
and depth of such change could lead to changes in all fields such as services, people, and in-
formation. All areas are connected like the IoT to process and store, and time and time. We 
have created an environment that can be controlled in real time regardless of the places, as 
shown in the following <Figure 2>. 

Figure 2. Innovation for mankind oriented fusion and super-connected smart society. 

 
Charles Levy and David Wong talked about “smart society” at Big Innovation 2014. They ex-

plained that a smart society leverages the power and the potential of technology to make hu-
man beings more productive; to allow us to focus our resources on activities and relationships 
that matter; and ultimately to improve health, wellbeing and the quality of life. And they said 
that a smart society could be defined “One that successfully harnesses the potential of digital 
technology and connected devices and the use of digital networks to improve people’s 
lives.”[11]. However, this definition goes beyond improving human life. Human factors such as 
participation and cooperation in the society are neglected. 
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A smart society is a society that is empowered and generally focuses on the scientific and 
technological aspects. There is a high probability that humans can be excluded. Therefore, it is 
necessary to consider future smart society based on human centered ethics. In social systems, 
the data feedback loop with detection function is an essential element for sustainability. 

Future-oriented smart society is a governance city that helps improve the existing informa-
tion society. The data from the system is integrated into a controllable system with a feedback 
loop function, It is possible to generate and utilize knowledge to be more successful with 
feedback control. 

Currently, the case where AI algorithm technology based on big data is applied is an auto-
nomous vehicle, drones, translation, investment, and games. This is a vast exponential devel-
opment of computing power and the availability of vast data. 

As mentioned above, the Fourth Industrial Revolution got the physical, spatial, and biologi-
cally fusion. As shown in <Figure 3>, a smart society can give challenge and opportunities to 
human being, at the same time it can give harmfulness also[11]. 

Smart society is based on the smart technology for everything such as humans, systems, in-
formation, and services, i.e. IoT and Big Data. Technology and AI are applied to easily solve 
difficult social problems. It can bring a happy society in the part of work, economy, economy, 
industry, administration. It can be said that it is a new revolution that transforms society as a 
whole, down to culture[11], as shown in the following <Figure 3>. 

Figure 3. Core components and smart internet connection for smart society. 

 

The Fourth Industrial Revolution is particularly prone to disrupting the labor market. It can 
lead to skepticism inequality and increase conflict between machines and humans. But smart 
factory system adopted to improve production and technologies moved to increase efficiency 
of management.  

In the near future, competent smart humans will play a role as an important element of 
production. As a result, the wage system changes according to the importance of human roles, 
and social tensions can be increased. Such an inequality must be regarded as a social concern 
in the era of the 4th industrial revolution. 

Due to the dissemination of digital technology and the dynamics of information sharing 
represented by social media, human being can get the unsatisfied and use social media plat-
forms to connect and distribute information. In a smart society, this kind of interaction can be 
served for understanding and cohesion. It offers opportunities, but can create and spread un-
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realistic expectations of success. It can also provide an opportunity for extreme ideas and ide-
ologies to spread. 

In late 2009, as Apple's iPhone introduced, various new smart devices such as network ser-
vice, cloud computing, location-based service changed collection-storage-utilization method in 
the name of Smart Big Bang. Nowadays personal identifiable information such as name, social 
security number, location information made by CCTV have been exposed. In the smart society, 
most important thing is to protect private information. Tracking and sharing information is an 
important part of the new connection, and data control. The inner impact of loss of power will 
be further discussed in the near future[9][10][13]. 

The revolution driven by biotechnology and AI needs, through overcoming limitations, to 
redefine the meaning of humans and ethical boundaries. And it is necessary to introduce AI 
ethical technology. The direction should focus on the importance of human being. 

In thinking of robotization of human, the Fourth Industrial Revolution can deprive the mind 
and spirit of human being. But it has the potentiality to improve a shared sense of destiny, 
moral consciousness. That could be duty of mankind. In a future-oriented smart society, if AI 
cannot be controlled, those who control the AI should be ready to keep the sincere and solid 
human sensitivity and creativity that AI cannot have. 

 

3. The Role of AI Smart Technology and Ethical Issues 

The AI technology of future smart society has received the request such as some ethical 
principles. AI could not be a kind of new utility, but strong power such as smart agency. 
AI4People(artificial intelligence for people) should be scheduled to give help to mankind.  

AI technologies provide opportunities and opportunities to protect human dignity and grow 
humans. Opportunities and risks should be moderated through nurturing human nature and 
potential[9]. 

▪ Autonomous self-realization 
▪ Human representation 
▪ Personal and social skill 
▪ Social cohesion: to interact with each other in the world 

Human being have got the fear, ignorance, false concerns, or excessive reactions. Because 
of these, human will not be able to make the most of AI smart technology that can be broadly 
and fully explained. For example, human can face the excessive or poorly regulated, underin-
vested, or genetically modified crops. Most of these risks are unintended consequences. It is 
caused by harm and is usually associated with false will. But we have the wrong incentives, 
greed, hostile geopolitics, or malicious intentions. The risks associated with abuse or delibe-
rate misuse also need to be considered. 

As mentioned above, the social development can get malicious impact by smart AI. Here 
<Figure 4> summarizes the risk and the opportunity cost of using artificial intelligence. 
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Figure 4. Four core opportunities by AI, four corresponding risks, and the opportunity cost of underusing AI. 

 

The working principle of AI is mostly invisible and understood only by high level experts. 
Until now, efforts for bioethics has missed the crucial part. So it is necessary to establish ethi-
cal standards for smart AI as follows[9][12]. 

▪ Beneficence: promoting well‑being, preserving dignity, and sustaining the earth 
▪ Non‑maleficence: privacy, security and capability caution 
▪ Autonomy: the power to make decision  
▪ Justice: promoting prosperity and preserving solidarity 
▪ Explicability: enabling the other principles through intelligibility and accountability 

After confirming these principles, it is necessary to construct an AI ethics frame as shown in 
the following <Figure 5>. 

Figure 5. Ethical framework for AI which is formed of 4 traditional principles and one new principle. 

 

According to Schwab, AI should have the contextual, emotional, inspired, and physical con-
siderations, further more Oosthuizen suggested to contain enterpreneurial, strategic, trans-
disciplinary, ecosystem, ethical considerations. <Table 1> follows their suggestions[12]. 
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Table 1. Fourth industrial revolution intelligence framework in smart society. 

Intelligence type Key Contents 

Contextual intelligence Mind How we understand and apply our knowledge 

Emotional intelligence Heart How we process and integrate our thoughts and feelings and 
relate to ourselves and to one another 

Inspired intelligence Soul 
How we use a sense of individual and shared purpose, trust, 

and other virtues to effect change and act towards the coming 
good 

Physical intelligence Body 
How we cultivate and maintain our personal health and  

well-being and that of those around us to be able to apply the 
energy required for both individual and systems transformation 

Entrepreneurial intelligence Disposition How we recognize opportunity through synthesis of the whole 
and creativity combine resources 

Strategic intelligence Orientation How we adapt to changing environments; gather, examine and 
disseminate intelligence of strategic valve 

Transdisciplinary  
intelligence Perspective 

How we understand a system in relation to its larger  
environment, relationships and connections, integrating the 

information from separate disciplines 

Ecosystem intelligence Coalescence 
How we grow and develop within the setting of the system of 
relationships that form our environmental factors have on us, 

and how we impact one another and our environment 

Socratic intelligence Philosophy How we analyze ideas in terms of their opposites with the  
objective of creating a more enlightened synthesis 

 

4. Conclusion 

The present is the return of the past and a stopover to the future. As if there is no present 
without the past, the future without present couldn’t be thought.  

There is no future without. The smart society of the future vaguely approaching is a revolu-
tion inside whirlpools. However, through impartial reason based thinking, if human evaluate 
the current situation well, prepare for it, the smart society never be pessimistic it is feasible. 

The smart society of the future should be a human-centered convergence and hypercon-
nected smart society due to the complexity of science and technology. The preparative efforts 
for smart society have the following sequence: visioning exercise, priority setting and selec-
tion of trends, implementation plan, implementation[14] as shown in the following <Table 2>. 

Table 2. How governments can use the future possibilities framework. 

 Step 1: 
Visioning exercise 

Step 2: 
Priority setting and 
selection of trends 

Step 3: 
Implementation plan 

Step 4: 
Implementation 

Tools 

 Foresight exercises to 
identify main global 

trends 
 Research and analysis 
 Societal conclusions 

(e.g. townhall  
meetings) at different 

levels of government 

 Consultations across 
main government  

entities 
 Review of Vision 
 Analysis of market 

opportunities 
 Analysis of global 
trends and how they 

affect the country 

 Analysis of selected 
trends and barriers 

and enables to  
levering associated 
future opportunities 
 System maps and 

stakeholder mappings 
for each trend and the 

most relevant and  

 Implementation plans 
 Feedback loops in 

institutions and 
process 

 Regular meetings with 
key stakeholders 

 Impact metrics to 
measure progress 
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 Foresight exercises affected sectors 
 Discussions and  

consultation process 
for each of the 

trends 

Key  
success 
factors 

 Buy-in from main 
societal groups 

 Solid understanding 
of the mail global 

trends and how they 
will affect the country 
 Forward Looking 

mindset within public 
service 

 Buy-in from highest 
level of government 

 Buy in from across the 
government 

 Buy-in from main 
actors on each of the 

trends 
 Solid knowledge of 

the countries 
strengths and  

weakness in each of the 
transformation 

trends 

 Government capacity 
to change and  

introduce new public 
policies and process 
 Public innovation 

capacity 
 Ability to drive  

consensus around the 
main priorities 

 Support from  
stakeholders under 

each trend 

Outcome 

Vision with strong  
societal buy-in that 
provides a strong  
direction for the  

country as a whole. 

Priority trends and 
sectors that lay the 

base for future  
Development. 

Development of action 
plans for each of the 

selected  
transformational 

trends. 

An ongoing process 
that aims at building a 
society and economy 

focused on future  
opportunities. 

The smart society of the future is expected to move complicatedly due to the convergence 
of cutting-edge technologies. Some technologies are even ahead of humans. In particular, 
neuroethics, law, autonomous vehicles, and medicine are showing the tendency 
etc.[15][16][17]. 

To prepare for the smart society, this study shows some ethical suggestions. First, the smart 
society needs a love for humans. Although humans are dignified beings, it is not because they 
are at next higher ranks under God, but because they are the most imperfect. Because of this 
reason, humans can sustain their lives by eating relatively large amounts of animals and plants. 
If so, what would such imperfect beings do with each other? The answer is just to care for 
each other with pity mind. All human being should have a feeling of compassion. 

Second, it needs the retrospective understanding to the original state and convergence of 
source technology. If ordinary people who are leaving want to make very simple things, eg. 
paper or pencil, it is not easy to make them without any other person and machine. As human 
society becomes more complex, this need becomes more and more complex. 

Third, it needs the necessity of various dialogues with people in different occupations. In fu-
ture smart society, AI will do much of the work for humans. When this phenomenon accele-
rates, the fundamental autonomy of personal thinking would be limited. Therefore, human 
beings have a variety of conversations with people in different professions. 

Fourth, it needs to secure self-sustainability. The smart society has highly dependency to 
the AI. However, if AI have met emergency situation, human beings will meet the difficulties. 
It is necessary to secure an alternative ability to solve the problem.  

Fourth, it needs to get the transparency. Even secret get the appropriate transparency. 
Otherwise, in the case of black out of whole process and function of information, whole the 
smart society can be down to the non-smart ugly society. 

Sixth, it needs to get the explainability. Smart society also should be democratic. If the un-
explainable dictator get whole information, even he/she can govern well, it would be very 
dangerous. In the smart society, monopoly for information is the most harmful enemy.  

Seventh, it needs to get unlimited responsibility. In agricultural society, no matter how 
much human do wrong, it will reach at just ruining the farming field in the year. But one fault 
in a smart society has a great impact. Especially the gateholder must have a great responsibili-
ty. 
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